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Story

The animals at the wildlife park are in uproar: one of the baby rabbits has gone missing!

Luckily, Ruby the raccoon with her emergency detective service is on hand to help solve the mystery. And

because there are so many witnesses to interview, Pai the red panda steps in as assistant detective.

But everyone claims to have seen something out of the ordinary, and Pai finds it more difficult than he’d

expected to keep his eyes open: after all, it’s high time for his afternoon nap... Will wildlife park detectives

Pai and Ruby manage to rescue the little rabbit?

 

Press commentaries

Press reviews for the series:

“Pai loses his prejudices and goes in search of his own identity. Lovely.”

Eselsohr

“It would be hard to find a book tackling the subject of origins and identity in a more appealing and

accessible way for this age group.”
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buecherkinder.de

"A beautiful story about getting lost, self-discovery and self-confidence (…) that touches your heart."

Kinderbuchkiste on amazon.de

“Beautiful for reading aloud and suitable as a starting point for various following moves.”

German Foundation for Reading

“A gorgeous book with a perfectly implemented topic. Extremely recommendable!”

leser-welt.de

“A captivating picture book. The curious little panda hits the mark with children.”

damaris-liest-mini.de

More titles in this series

Red Panda Pai - A Friend from Far Away (Vol. 3) Red Panda Pai – Little Pai Goes on an Adventure

(Vol. 1)
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